Learn the 5
secrets to
leveraging data
to transform
customer
experience
The new frontier of customer experience in contact centres will be shaped through leveraging data. But uncovering
the meaningful insights within thousands, or even millions, of hours of calls, is a massive challenge. The Customer
Service Institute of Australia invites you to join Daisee to learn about using Artificial Intelligence and automated
quality management to transform customer experience and agent effectiveness on the 4th December 2020 from 9am.

Customer service excellence is the expectation for organisations regardless of the COVID-19 conditions. Contact centers,
whether on site or working remotely, can now leverage artificial intelligence to process huge volumes of voice data to
transform insights into outcomes. Revolutionary new technology is now available that provides automated analysis and
insight of 100% of your customer interactions.
What You’ll Learn:

In this webinar, you will learn how AI-powered speech analytics helps you improve call quality, operations, and overall
customer experience. Find out how you can:
•
•
•
•

Automatically view fast and accurate analysis of every call to improve call quality and operational efficiency
Identify emotion, sentiment, themes, topics and increase resolution through automated triage enabling a digital
workflow
Top 5 Secrets to Achieve Transformational Results
Product Demo: How to use the worlds-first Automated Digital Quality Scorecard

Speakers:

Stephen Norris – Head of Product and Engineering, Daisee
John Leedham – Head of Customer Success, Daisee
Jeremy Larkins – Executive Director, CSIA
About Daisee:

Daisee builds technology to provide access to deep insight into the behavioural and emotional dynamics of your
customers with the most accurate AI-powered, fully-automated AQM available for more impactful coaching, improved
commercial outcomes and compliance monitoring.
Daisee analyzes and automatically scores 100% of customer interactions using a world-first automated, digital quality
scorecard. This automatically surfaces quality assurance issues that require human intervention in the areas of
communication, compliance and conduct.
Daisee enables you to see far beyond words alone, surfacing the underlying emotion hidden deep within your interactions
– what your customers are really saying, thinking, and feeling. Daisee helps organisations create practical business value
immediately, with software that is incredibly flexible and easy to deploy across any telephony system.
Proudly Australian owned and operated, founded in 2017. Globally Daisee operates in Australia, New Zealand and the USA.
www.daisee.com

Register

Friday 4th December
9am – 10am
Registration is Free

